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Green to Gold Daniel C. Esty 2009-01-09 From the Publishers Weekly review: "Two experts from Yale
tackle the business wake-up-call du jour-environmental responsibility-from every angle in this thorough,
earnest guidebook: pragmatically, passionately, financially and historically. Though "no company the
authors know of is on a truly long-term sustainable course," Esty and Winston label the forward-thinking,
green-friendly (or at least green-acquainted) companies WaveMakers and set out to assess honestly
their path toward environmental responsibility, and its impact on a company's bottom line, customers,
suppliers and reputation. Following the evolution of business attitudes toward environmental concerns,
Esty and Winston offer a series of fascinating plays by corporations such as Wal-Mart, GE and Chiquita
(Banana), the bad guys who made good, and the good guys-watchdogs and industry associations,
mostly-working behind the scenes. A vast number of topics huddle beneath the umbrella of threats to the
earth, and many get a thorough analysis here: from global warming to electronic waste "take-back"
legislation to subsidizing sustainable seafood. For the responsible business leader, this volume provides
plenty of (organic) food for thought. "
Slachthuis vijf Kurt Vonnegut 2012-08-30 Kurt Vonnegut was in 1945 zelf aanwezig in Dresden toen de
geallieerden de stad platbombardeerden. Hij overleefde de aanval doordat hij met zijn medegevangenen
schuilde in de koelkelders van het slachthuis waar hij als krijgsgevangene tewerkgesteld was. Hij
verwerkte deze traumatische ervaring in de aanvankelijk omstreden maar inmiddels klassiek geworden
roman Slachthuis vijf. Billy Pelgrim, de hoofdpersoon, staat los van de tijd. Hij gaat slapen als stokoude
weduwnaar en wordt wakker op de dag van zijn bruiloft. Hij stapt een deur binnen in 1955 en komt in
1941 weer naar buiten. Hij heeft zijn eigen geboorte en dood vele malen gezien, zegt hij, en bezoekt
regelmatig alle gebeurtenissen daartussenin. Alleen zo, volkomen losgeraakt van de realiteit, slaagt Billy
erin om de verschrikkingen van Dresden te verwerken. Een verbijsterend meesterwerk dat iedereen
gelezen moet hebben.
The Greening of IT John Lamb 2009-03-30 Ho> For CEOs, CIOs, CFOs, and IT leaders: The green IT
business case and best practices for making it happen Timely help for companies facing rising energy
costs, new government rules, and growing public concern Powerful new insights from IBM’s
breakthrough $1 billion green computing initiative Chances are your enterprise IT organization has a
significant carbon footprint. In an era of unpredictable energy costs, reducing energy usage throughout
your data centers and IT infrastructure represents a powerful cost-cutting opportunity. Now, a top green
IT expert shows business and IT leaders how to drive powerful business value by improving IT’s
environmental performance. Drawing on leading-edge experience, John Lamb helps you realistically

assess the business case for green IT, set priorities, and overcome the internal and external challenges
to making it work. He offers proven solutions for issues ranging from organizational obstacles to
executive motivation and discusses crucial issues ranging from utility rate incentives to metrics. Along the
way, you’ll discover energy-saving opportunities–from virtualization and consolidation to cloud and grid
computing–and solutions that will improve business flexibility as they reduce environmental impact. Lamb
presents case studies, checklists, and more–all the practical guidance you need to drive maximum
bottom-line value from your green IT initiative.
Green Culture Kevin Wehr 2011-05-03 Green Culture: An A-to-Z Guide explores the on-going paradigm
shift in culture and lifestyles toward promoting a sustainable environment. After years of discussion about
the environment dating back to the 1960s counter-culture, the recent explosion of green initiatives has
induced the general public to embrace all things green, from recycling in the home to admiring green
celebrities. This volume assesses the green cultural transformations by presenting some 150 articles of
importance to students of sociology, history, political science, communications, public relations,
anthropology, literature, arts and drama. Presented in A-to-Z format, the articles include appealing topics
from green Hollywood to green spirituality, green art, and green restaurants. This work culminates in an
outstanding reference available in both print and electronic formats for academic, university, and public
libraries. Vivid photographs, searchable hyperlinks, numerous cross references, an extensive resource
guide, and a clear, accessible writing style make the Green Society volumes ideal for classroom use as
well as for research.
Green Project Management Richard Maltzman 2012-03-09 Winner of PMI’s 2011 David I. Cleland Project
Management Literature Award Detailing cutting-edge green techniques and methods, this book teaches
project managers how to maximize resources and get the most out of limited budgets. It supplies proven
techniques and best practices in green project management, including risk and opportunity assessments.
With illustrative case studies and insights from acknowledged leaders in green project management, the
text: Explains how to tap into green incentives, including grants, rebates, and tax credits Includes case
studies that illustrate how to integrate green techniques and methods to generate cost savings and
maximize resources Provides green techniques that take little time to implement, can benefit all types of
projects, and can generate immediate savings to your project’s bottom line Praise for: A first-of-its-kind
book ... a must-read for senior executives as well as project managers. —Harold Kerzner, Ph.D., Senior
Executive Director for Project Management at The International Institute for Learning ... an impressive
piece of work. —Jean Binder, PMP, MBA, award-winning author (David I. Cleland Literature Award,
2008) This important book defines the green field and sets out the steps for those who want to be ahead
of the crowd... —Dr. David Hillson, PMP, FAPM, FIRM, MCMI, Director of Risk Doctor & Partners ... an
incredible call to arms to increase your project greenality for a better world, or a bigger pay check, if
you’re still cynical on this topic. —Bas de Baar, ProjectShrink.com ... an excellent job of making the
reader aware of how much influence a single project manager, let alone an entire discipline, can have on
improving our environment. —Professor Schwalbe, Department of Business Administration, Augsburg
College
Practical Sustainability N. Khalili 2011-01-03 A structured guideline for development and implementation
of business strategies, programs, and models with core sustainability values is then proposed and
explicitly discussed, drawing upon management models, tools and techniques proven to be effective in
organizational decision-making and prognostication.
The Labyrinth of Sustainability Daniel C. Esty 2019-01-31 ‘The Labyrinth of Sustainability’ offers the first
comprehensive effort to analyze corporate sustainability systematically in the Latin American
context—and to extract lessons for companies across the developing world. Featuring an introduction by
the prizewinning author and Yale professor Daniel Esty, the book starts off with examining the
“sustainability imperative”—the notion that businesses must work toward sustainability to be successful in
today’s marketplace. The 12 chapters that follow present a collection of carefully developed and tightly
framed case studies from companies across Latin America highlighting how they are addressing this
imperative. Contributions from leading experts around the region bring a freshness and authenticity as
well as a nuanced and grounded approach that make this volume a must-read for business leaders,
government officials, non-governmental organization advocates, journalists and academics in Latin
America and across the world.
Berkshire Encyclopedia of Sustainability 2/10 Chris Laszlo 2010-01-01 The Business of Sustainability is a
core resource for policy makers, members of the development community, entrepreneurs, and corporate

executives, as well as business and economics students and their professors. It contains rich analysis of
how sustainability is being factored into industries across the globe, with enlightening case studies of
businesses serving as agents of change. Contributing authors provide a groundbreaking body of
research-based knowledge. They explain that the concept of sustainability is being re-framed to be
positive about business instead of being tied to the old notion of a trade-off between business and society
(that is, if business wins, society and the environment must lose), and they explore how economic
development can contribute to building our common future.
Good to Green John-David Phyper 2009-08-26 The business world is undergoing dramatic change that is
driven by tough new legislation, expanded market based incentives and increased consumer awareness
of environmental issues (e.g., hazard ingredients in products, alternative energy, reduction in greenhouse
gases). This is forcing companies to reassess the life cycle of their products and the efficiency of their
supply chains. Environmental issues are becoming business critical. Good to Green provides the vital
information, backed by case studies and examples, that gives progressive business leaders the strategic
know-how to pro-actively manage environmental issues and realize the business benefits of going green.
Green Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications Management Association,
Information Resources 2011-03-31 Green Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and
Applications assembles the most up-to-date collection of research results and recent discoveries in
environmental and green technology. This comprehensive anthology covers a wide range of topics, i
Green Consumerism Juliana Mansvelt 2011 This sixth volume in the SAGE Series on Green Society
covers the consumption, availability, and distribution of energy and other resources in the personal
consumer environment.
Summary: Green to Gold BusinessNews Publishing 2013-02-15 The must-read summary of Daniel Esty
and Andrew Winston's book: "Green to Gold: How Smart Companies Use Environmental Strategy to
Innovate, Create Value, and Build Competitive Advantage". This complete summary of the ideas from
Daniel Esty and Andrew Winston's book "Green to Gold" shows how the environment is no longer a
fringe interest - it has now moved to center stage in terms of developing and executing a solid,
sustainable business strategy. In their book, the authors explain how environmentalism is now an
essential element of business strategy and companies are not acting because they are forced by law, but
because there is actual potential to monetise society's interest in eco-friendly products and companies.
This summary will teach you how to build a profitable and stronger business by helping to create a
healthier planet. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand key concepts • Expand your
knowledge To learn more, read "Green to Gold" and discover how you can make your company greener
and make bigger profits at the same time.
An Integrated Approach to Environmental Management Dibyendu Sarkar 2015-09-30 Covers the most
recent topics in the field of environmental management and provides a broad focus on the theoretical and
methodological underpinnings of environmental management Provides an up-to-date survey of the field
from the perspective of different disciplines Covers the topic of environmental management from multiple
perspectives, namely, natural sciences, engineering, business, social sciences, and methods and tools
perspectives Combines both academic rigor and practical approach through literature reviews and
theories and examples and case studies from diverse geographic areas and policy domains Explores
local and global issues of environmental management and analyzes the role of various contributors in the
environmental management process Chapter contents are appropriately demonstrated with numerous
pictures, charts, graphs, and tables, and accompanied by a detailed reference list for further readings
Summary: Green to Gold BusinessNews Publishing 2013-02-15 The must-read summary of Daniel Esty
and Andrew Winston's book: "Green to Gold: How Smart Companies Use Environmental Strategy to
Innovate, Create Value, and Build Competitive Advantage". This complete summary of the ideas from
Daniel Esty and Andrew Winston's book "Green to Gold" shows how the environment is no longer a
fringe interest - it has now moved to center stage in terms of developing and executing a solid,
sustainable business strategy. In their book, the authors explain how environmentalism is now an
essential element of business strategy and companies are not acting because they are forced by law, but
because there is actual potential to monetise society's interest in eco-friendly products and companies.
This summary will teach you how to build a profitable and stronger business by helping to create a
healthier planet. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand key concepts • Expand your
knowledge To learn more, read "Green to Gold" and discover how you can make your company greener

and make bigger profits at the same time.
Greening the Red, White, and Blue Thomas Jundt 2014-03-12 In popular imagination, environmentalism
is often linked to Rachel Carson's Silent Spring and the political activism of the 1960s and '70s that
moved increasing numbers of Americans to insist on a better quality of life-open spaces, clean air and
water, beautification campaigns. But these interpretations have obscured the significant origins of
environmentalism as a moral and intellectual broadside against the growing power of corporate
capitalism, both domestically and in the postwar liberal international order the United States was enacting
abroad. In Greening the Red, White, and Blue, Thomas Jundt shows how many Americans came to view
powerful corporations and a federal government bent on economic growth as threats to human health
and the environment. Fallout from atomic testing, air and water pollution, the proliferation of pesticides
and herbicides-all connected to the growing dominance of technology and corporate capitalism in
American life-led a variety of constituencies to seek solutions in what came to be known as
environmentalism. In addition to political and legal campaigns to effect change, an alternative form of
civic participation emerged beginning in the late-1940s as growing numbers of citizens turned to what
they deemed environmentally friendly consumption practices. The goal of this politically charged
consumption was not only to protect themselves and their families from harm, but also to achieve social
change at a time when many believed the government was placing the desires of business before the
needs of its citizens. Politicians responded to the growing environmental concerns of middle class
Americans, but, in the end, continual political compromises with corporate power meant weak laws and
lax enforcement. Many citizens sought refuge in an alternative "green" marketplace-including organic
foods, natural-fiber clothing, alternative energy, and everyday products designed to have minimal
environmental impact. In doing so, they attempted to create a community for those who shared their
concerns and frustrations, as well as their vision for a different American Way. Thomas Jundt's work
highlights the intertwining of consumerism and environmentalism amidst the growing power of corporate
capitalism and government in postwar America.
A Field on Fire Mark D. Hersey 2019-01-29 A frank and engaging exploration of the burgeoning
academic field of environmental history Inspired by the pioneering work of preeminent environmental
historian Donald Worster, the contributors to A Field on Fire: The Future of Environmental History reflect
on the past and future of this discipline. Featuring wide-ranging essays by leading environmental
historians from the United States, Europe, and China, the collection challenges scholars to rethink some
of their orthodoxies, inviting them to approach familiar stories from new angles, to integrate new
methodologies, and to think creatively about the questions this field is well positioned to answer.
Worster’s groundbreaking research serves as the organizational framework for the collection. Editors
Mark D. Hersey and Ted Steinberg have arranged the book into three sections corresponding to the
primary concerns of Worster’s influential scholarship: the problem of natural limits, the transnational
nature of environmental issues, and the question of method. Under the heading “Facing Limits,” five
essays explore the inherent tensions between democracy, technology, capitalism, and the environment.
The “Crossing Borders” section underscores the ways in which environmental history moves easily
across national and disciplinary boundaries. Finally, “Doing Environmental History” invokes Worster’s
work as an essayist by offering self-conscious reflections about the practice and purpose of
environmental history. The essays aim to provoke a discussion on the future of the field, pointing to
untapped and underdeveloped avenues ripe for further exploration. A forward thinker like Worster
presents bold challenges to a new generation of environmental historians on everything from capitalism
and the Anthropocene to war and wilderness. This engaging volume includes a very special afterword by
one of Worster’s oldest friends, the eminent intellectual historian Daniel Rodgers, who has known
Worster for close to fifty years.
EcoProduction and Logistics Paulina Golinska 2012-08-12 Environmental awareness is driven mainly by
the scarcity of natural resources and by more strict legal regulations. The modern enterprise policy
should look at the relations between economic actions and ecological consequences. Ecoproduction is a
new business approach which focuses on the most efficient and productive use of raw materials and
natural resources in order to minimize footprints on the natural environment. This book aims to provide
the state- of- the- art as well as new ideas of the environmental conscious operations management. The
contributors present in the individual chapters problems related to: eco-friendly production technologies;
recycling and waste reduction. Scope of topics discussed in this book covers also pollution prevention,

energy efficiency. The authors describe problems of information management in complex systems
Positive Development Janis Birkeland 2012-05-16 Janis Birkeland presents the innovative new paradigm
of 'Positive Development' in which the built environment provides greater life quality, health, amenity and
safety for all without sacrificing resources or money. With a different form of design, development itself
can become a 'sustainability solution'. A cornerstone of this new paradigm is the eco-retrofitting of the
vast urban fabric we already inhabit. The author presents a revolutionary new tool called SmartMode to
achieve this end. This book challenges everyone working in or studying the areas of sustainable
development, planning, architecture or the built environment to rethink their current ideas and practices.
Lead the Green Evolution Macelveen 2009-07-16 This Infoline educates trainers about green initiatives
and shows them how to start a green movement in their organization.
Advanced Introduction to U.S. Environmental Law Elliott, E. D. 2021-10-22 Providing a comprehensive
overview of the current and developing state of environmental governance in the United States, this
Advanced Introduction lays out the foundations of U.S. environmental law. E. Donald Elliott and Daniel C.
Esty explore how federal environmental law is made and how it interacts with state law, highlighting the
important role that administrative agencies play in the creation, implementation, and enforcement of U.S.
environmental law.
Green Issues and Debates Howard S. Schiffman 2011-05-03 Green Issues and Debates explores the
multitude of threats to sustainable life on earth and the myriad of controversies surrounding potential
solutions. The grayer shades of green are deeply examined, including such heady questions as: Is
ethanol production from corn a recipe for famine? Does offshore drilling pose more of a risk to the
environment than the problem it solves? Is “clean coal” a viable option or is it simply polluting the energy
dilemma? Are genetically modified foods helpful or harmful? Well-respected scholars present more than
150 articles presented in A-to-Z format focusing on issues brought to the forefront by the green
movement with carefully balanced pro and con viewpoints. A valuable tool for students of all facets of
ecology, the environment, and sustainable development, the volume fully engages the reader, inspiring
further debate within the classroom. Vivid photographs, searchable hyperlinks, numerous cross
references, an extensive resource guide, and a clear, accessible writing style make the Green Society
volumes ideal for the classroom as well as for research.
Handbook of Research on Green ICT: Technology, Business and Social Perspectives Unhelkar, B. 201010-31 "This handbook coalesces worldwide investigations, thoughts, and practices in the area of Green
ICT, covering the technical advances, methodological innovations, and social changes that result in
enhancements and improvements in business strategies, social policies, and technical implementations"-Provided by publisher.
Een werkweek van 4 uur Timothy Ferriss 2017-01-25 Vergeet het oude concept van hard werken tot aan
je pensioen en stel je spannende levensplannen niet uit Vraag Timothy Ferriss wat hij aan het doen is, en
de kans is groot dat je als antwoord krijgt: ‘skiën in de Andes’, ‘duiken in Panama’ of ‘tangodansen in
Buenos Aires’. Ferriss heeft namelijk het achterhaalde idee van ‘eerst werken, dan leven’ ingeruild voor
een rijk leven in het hier en nu. Niet geld stelt je daartoe in staat, maar de nieuwe economische factoren
tijd en mobiliteit. Wacht niet langer, zeker niet in tijden van economische onzekerheid. En vergeet het
achterhaalde idee van werken tot je pensioen. Of je nu die grote wereldreis wilt maken, een maandelijks
salaris van vijf cijfers wilt met zo weinig mogelijk inspanning, of gewoon minder wilt werken en meer wilt
genieten – Een werkweek van vier uur geeft het antwoord. Dit revolutionaire boek wijst je de weg naar
een nieuw leven van weinig werkuren, veel vrije tijd en geld in overvloed, of je nu een overwerkte
loonslaaf bent of een ondernemer die klem zit in het succes van zijn bedrijf. De pers overEen werkweek
van 4 uur ‘Geweldig! Dit boek zal je leven veranderen.’ The New York Times ‘Zijn adviezen snijden en
hout en zijn soms verfrissend anders en eigenwijs.’ Aktueel ‘Het kan: veel verdienen, weinig werken.’
Intermediair
Beyond Politics Michael P. Vandenbergh 2017-12-21 Private sector action provides one of the most
promising opportunities to reduce the risks of climate change, buying time while governments move
slowly or even oppose climate mitigation. Starting with the insight that much of the resistance to climate
mitigation is grounded in concern about the role of government, this books draws on law, policy, social
science, and climate science to demonstrate how private initiatives are already bypassing government
inaction in the US and around the globe. It makes a persuasive case that private governance can reduce
global carbon emissions by a billion tons per year over the next decade. Combining an examination of
the growth of private climate initiatives over the last decade, a theory of why private actors are motivated

to reduce emissions, and a review of viable next steps, this book speaks to scholars, business and
advocacy group managers, philanthropists, policymakers, and anyone interested in climate change.
The Moral Background Gabriel Abend 2016-05-31 In recent years, many disciplines have become
interested in the scientific study of morality. However, a conceptual framework for this work is still lacking.
In The Moral Background, Gabriel Abend develops just such a framework and uses it to investigate the
history of business ethics in the United States from the 1850s to the 1930s. According to Abend, morality
consists of three levels: moral and immoral behavior, or the behavioral level; moral understandings and
norms, or the normative level; and the moral background, which includes what moral concepts exist in a
society, what moral methods can be used, what reasons can be given, and what objects can be morally
evaluated at all. This background underlies the behavioral and normative levels; it supports, facilitates,
and enables them. Through this perspective, Abend historically examines the work of numerous business
ethicists and organizations—such as Protestant ministers, business associations, and business
schools—and identifies two types of moral background. "Standards of Practice" is characterized by its
scientific worldview, moral relativism, and emphasis on individuals' actions and decisions. The "Christian
Merchant" type is characterized by its Christian worldview, moral objectivism, and conception of a
person's life as a unity. The Moral Background offers both an original account of the history of business
ethics and a novel framework for understanding and investigating morality in general.
Guidebook for Incorporating Sustainability Into Traditional Airport Projects Landrum & Brown 2012-01-01
This report describes sustainability, its benefits, and identifies different applications in traditional airport
construction and everyday maintenance projects. An accompanying CD-ROM, CRP-CD-125, provides an
Airport Sustainability Assessment Tool (ASAT) that complements the guidebook and can be used to:
assist the user in identifying sustainability initiatives that might be most applicable to an airport project,
given certain criteria that the user sets; obtain more information about specific strategies; and learn about
sustainability initiatives that have been implemented at other airports through case studies. The
guidebook and the CD-ROM will be useful to environmental managers, planners, and consultants
interested in adopting sustainability strategies and initiatives into their next airport project-Green Business Nevin Cohen 2011 This volume provides an overview of key principles, approaches,
strategies, and tools that businesses have used to reduce environmental impacts and contribute to
sustainability. Entries reflect the expertise of scholars and practitioners from varied fields and provide
references to other entries as well as citations for further reading. The editors have also included photos,
hyperlinks, cross references, and a resource guide.
Green to Gold 2010
Sustainability in the Hospitality Industry Joseph Chen 2010-05-04 A clear understanding of the issues
surrounding climate change, global warming, air and water pollution, ozone depletion, deforestation, the
loss of biodiversity and global poverty is essential for every manager in the hospitality industry. Present
and future hospitality executives need to know how sustainable management systems can be integrated
into their businesses while maintaining and hopefully improving the bottom line. Sustainability in the
Hospitality Industry explores innovative ways to tackle the ever increasing costs of energy and water as
well as the moral, ethical, social and political arguments for taking action. This book uses case studies
throughout to explore the following key issues: * how can hospitality properties and equipment be
designed to use less resources? * what are the benefits of using more sustainable food and beverage
sources? * how can environmental impacts be reduced and profitability increased? * how can properties
integrate sustainability management systems and stay one step ahead of the competition? * how can the
reputation of a hospitality operation be improved to attract investment by incorporating responsible
marketing and corporate social responsibility policies? Sustainability in the Hospitality Industry contains
stimulating new ideas, solutions, and strategies essential to every student and professional in the
hospitality industry. Philip Sloan, Willy LeGrand both of Department of Hospitality Management,
International University of Applied Sciences Bad Honnef, Bonn, Germany Joseph S. Chen Department of
Recreation, Park and Tourism Studies, Indiana University, Bloomington, USA
Climb the Green Ladder Amy V. Fetzer 2010-06-15 Want to make your workplace more sustainable, get
ahead in your career and improve your reputation? Want to help your company or organisation save
money, boost profits and improve its brand? Whatever your level or industry, from sales and
management to government and teaching, Climb The Green Ladder offers practical knowledge to help
you make a difference. Whether you’d like to transform your entire company or just get your colleagues
recycling, Climb The Green Ladder will provide you with the tools and motivation to move your company

(and career) towards a more successful, more sustainable future. The twin challenges of the economic
meltdown and climate change means we must act quickly to evolve our businesses to weather the storm.
You can ensure your company or organisation saves money, reduces environmental damage and
improves its performance while you advance your personal reputation and further your career. Step by
step, Climb The Green Ladder identifies the key themes that underpin successful sustainability
strategies, including real-life case studies from people who’ve done it, to create a comprehensive tool-kit
for action. Authors Amy Fetzer and Shari Aaron undertook extensive research to find out what works and
what doesn’t. They surveyed hundreds of employees and employers, and interviewed over 80
sustainability specialists who have successfully changed their workplaces from within to reveal the
secrets of their success.
Sustainability in the Hospitality Industry Joseph Chen 2010-05-04 A clear understanding of the issues
surrounding climate change, global warming, air and water pollution, ozone depletion, deforestation, the
loss of biodiversity and global poverty is essential for every manager in the hospitality industry. Present
and future hospitality executives need to know how sustainable management systems can be integrated
into their businesses while maintaining and hopefully improving the bottom line. Sustainability in the
Hospitality Industry explores innovative ways to tackle the ever increasing costs of energy and water as
well as the moral, ethical, social and political arguments for taking action. This book uses case studies
throughout to explore the following key issues: * how can hospitality properties and equipment be
designed to use less resources? * what are the benefits of using more sustainable food and beverage
sources? * how can environmental impacts be reduced and profitability increased? * how can properties
integrate sustainability management systems and stay one step ahead of the competition? * how can the
reputation of a hospitality operation be improved to attract investment by incorporating responsible
marketing and corporate social responsibility policies? Sustainability in the Hospitality Industry contains
stimulating new ideas, solutions, and strategies essential to every student and professional in the
hospitality industry. Philip Sloan, Willy LeGrand both of Department of Hospitality Management,
International University of Applied Sciences Bad Honnef, Bonn, Germany Joseph S. Chen Department of
Recreation, Park and Tourism Studies, Indiana University, Bloomington, USA
Green to Gold Daniel C. Esty 2009
Het verborgen leven van bomen Peter Wohlleben 2016-03-29 In het bos gebeuren verbazingwekkende
dingen: bomen communiceren met elkaar. Bomen die niet alleen liefdevol voor hun nageslacht zorgen,
maar ook voor hun oude en zieke buren. Bomen met emoties, gevoelens en een geheugen. Moeilijk te
geloven? Misschien, maar het is waar! Boswachter Peter Wohlleben vertelt fascinerende verhalen over
de onverwachte en ongelooflijke vaardigheden van bomen. Hij combineert de laatste wetenschappelijke
inzichten met zijn eigen ervaringen uit het bos, en creëert zo een opwindende nieuwe kennismaking met
levende wezens die we dachten te kennen, maar nu pas echt leren begrijpen. En zo betreden we een
compleet nieuwe wereld... Het geheime leven van bomen is een onweerstaanbare liefdesverklaring aan
het bos.
Homo Deus Yuval Noah Harari 2017-02-23 Op onnavolgbare wijze beschrijft Yuval Noah Harari in zijn
bestseller Sapiens 70.000 jaar menselijke evolutie, maar met Homo Deus richt hij zich op de toekomst.
Met zijn kenmerkende vermenging van wetenschap, geschiedenis en filosofie onderzoekt Harari de
dromen en nachtmerries van de eenentwintigste eeuw - van onsterfelijkheid tot kunstmatig leven. Hij stelt
fundamentele vragen: Waar gaan we naartoe? Hoe beschermen we onze kwetsbare wereld tegen onze
eigen verwoestende krachten? En als we in staat zijn door technologische vooruitgang ons lichaam en
onze geest te verbeteren, wat gebeurt er dan met de mensen die zich niet laten upgraden? Wat voor
sociale gevolgen zal deze tweedeling hebben? Volgens Harari is het essentieel om meer te begrijpen
van de technologische revoluties om ons heen, anders hebben we geen invloed op de koers van onze
toekomst. Dit is de volgende stap in onze evolutie. Dit is Homo Deus.
GREEN TO GOLD Daniel Esty 2006
Ethical Theory and Business Denis G. Arnold 2019-12-19 Ethical Theory and Business is the
authoritative guide to business ethics and CSR, with cutting edge theoretical readings and cases.
The Big Pivot Andrew S. Winston 2014-03-11 We live in a fundamentally changed world. It’s time for your
approach to strategy to change, too. The evidence is all around us. Extreme weather, driven by climate
change, is shattering records all over the planet. Our natural resources are in greater demand than ever
before as a billion more people enter the global middle class, wanting more of everything. Radical
transparency is opening up company operations and supply chains to public scrutiny. This is not some

futuristic scenario or model to debate, but today’s reality. We've passed an economic tipping point. A
weakening of the foundations of our planetary infrastructure is costing businesses dearly and putting our
society at risk. The mega challenges of climate change, scarcity, and radical transparency threaten our
ability to run an expanding global economy and are profoundly changing “business as usual.” But they
also offer unprecedented opportunities: multi-trillion-dollar markets are in play, and the winners of this
new game will profit mightily. According to Andrew Winston, bestselling author (Green to Gold) and
globally recognized business strategist, the way companies currently operate will not allow them to keep
up with the current—and future—rate of change. They need to make the Big Pivot. In this indispensable
new book, Winston provides ten crucial strategies for leaders and companies ready to move boldly
forward and win in this new reality. With concrete advice and tactics, and new stories from companies
like British Telecom, Diageo, Dow, Ford, Nike, Unilever, Walmart, and many others, The Big Pivot will
help you, and all of us, create more resilient businesses and a more prosperous world. This book is the
blueprint to get you started.
Clean, Green and Responsible? Gabriel Eweje 2019-07-22 New Zealand and Australia are broadly
considered to be countries in which sustainability and responsibility discourses are being pursued by
governments and business alike, and in which incentives and initiatives are helping confront and
overcome sustainability-related challenges. This book takes a closer look behind and beyond the
marketing mantras of both Australia’s and New Zealand’s “clean and green” campaigns and, on the basis
of representative examples and cases, critically evaluates the status quo. The book assesses the
effectiveness of sustainability and responsibility models with a focus on the South Pacific and argues that
the ways in which issues have been dealt with in this more closely defined geographical region are most
likely a good indicator of how similar issues are (or soon will be) dealt with around the globe. As such, the
book offers a rich source of cases on sustainability and responsibility in the business arena, a critical
review, and an inspirational affirmation of responsible business practice.
From Corporate to Social Media Marisol Sandoval 2014-03-05 The corporate and the social are crucial
themes of our times. In the first decade of the twenty-first century, both individual lives and society were
shaped by capitalist crisis and the rise of social media. But what marks the distinctively social character
of "social media"? And how does it relate to the wider social and economic context of contemporary
capitalism? The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is based on the idea that a socially
responsible capitalism is possible; this suggests that capitalist media corporations can not only enable
social interaction and cooperation but also be socially responsible. This book provides a critical and
provocative perspective on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in media and communication
industries. It examines both the academic discourse on CSR and actual corporate practices in the media
sector, offering a double critique that reveals contradictions between corporate interests and social
responsibilities. Marisol Sandoval’s political economic analysis of Apple, AT&T, Google, HP, Microsoft,
News Corp, The Walt Disney Company and Vivendi shows that media and communication in the twentyfirst century are confronted with fundamental social responsibility challenges. From software patents and
intellectual property rights to privacy on the Internet, from working conditions in electronics manufacturing
to hidden flows of eWaste – this book encourages the reader to explore the multifaceted social
(ir)responsibilities that shape commercial media landscapes today. It makes a compelling argument for
thinking beyond the corporate in order to envision and bring about truly social media. It will interest
students and scholars of media studies, cultural industry studies, sociology, information society studies,
organization studies, political economy, business and management.
Green Careers 2008 Frank Marquardt 2008
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